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Abstract—Achieving consistent accuracy still big challenge 
in EEG based Motor Imagery classification since the nature of 
EEG signal is non-stationary, intra-subject and inter-subject 
dependent. To address this problems, we propose the feature 
extraction scheme employing statistical measurements in 
narrow window with channel instantiation approach. In this 
study, k-Nearest Neighbor is used and a voting scheme as final 
decision where the most detection in certain class will be a 
winner. In this channel instantiation scheme, where EEG 
channel become instance or record, seventeen EEG channels 
with motor related activity is used to reduce from 118 
channels. We investigate five narrow windows combination in 
the proposed methods, i.e.: one, two, three, four and five 
windows. BCI competition III Dataset IVa is used to evaluate 
our proposed methods. Experimental results show that one 
window with all channel and a combination of five windows 
with reduced channel outperform all prior research with 
highest accuracy and lowest standard deviation. This results 
indicate that our proposed methods achieve consistent 
accuracy and promising for reliable BCI systems. 
Keywords—EEG, motor imagery, narrow window, channel 
instantiation, voting scheme 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The term Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) is a system 
which translate the human brain signals and a 
communication technique to control a device [1]–[3]. 
Because of its great potential in areas such as rehabilitation 
and entertainment, BCI has been studied and developed 
actively by researchers [4] over the past two decades [5] that 
is usually recorded using electroencephalogram (EEG) [6]. 
Motor Imagery (MI) task is one of the most studied types of 
EEG signals in BCI systems [7]. MI is a mental activity 
about special motor movement without actual execution [8] 
or motor output [9]. Many studies have proved that MI plays 
a crucial role in motor skill learning, prosthesis control and 
rehabilitation of motor abilities [10]. 
In BCI, EEG signal is one of the most popular 
techniques due to low cost and non-invasive nature of EEG 
[3].  However, the nature of EEG signal  has too much noise, 
[11] non-stationary [12], [13] and subject-dependent [12], 
[14], [15] that affect the classification results [11]. Therefore, 
processing of EEG signals, which directly affects the 
classification accuracy, still represents an important and 
challenging issue [6]. EEG signal recognition is the key 
technology of MI-BCI that includes feature extraction and 
classification [16], [17]. 
Many studies have been conducted to address those such 
problems using various signal processing technique such as: 
time domain, frequency domain, time-frequency domain and 
spatial domain. Among these approach, time-frequency and 
spatial domain are commonly used by many studies. These 
signal processing technique are used as feature extraction 
and combined with classifier both single classifier or 
ensemble technique. Several researches also used feature 
selection since EEG signal recorded with multi-channel. 
In spatial domain, Common Spatial Pattern (CSP) is one 
of most popular technique in EEG based MI classification. 
Therefore, many studies have been used and improve CSP 
such as:  CSP with sparse time-frequency segment common 
spatial pattern [18], CSP combined with Differential 
Evolution as feature selection [19], CSP combined with 
symmetrical feature [20] and Filter Bank Regularized 
Common Spatial Pattern [21]. Another approach based on 
time-frequency signal processing technique by employing 
three popular wavelet technique has been conducted by [6].  
Based on prior research results, CSP still need 
improvement since CSP very sensitive to noise in nature and 
often over-fit with small training sets [22]. Existing studies 
that employed CSP yield excellent accuracy; however,  the 
result still not consistent where some subsets gained low 
accuracy. Therefore, how to improve the detection 
performance of EEG based MI is still a challenging issue for 
the development of BCI systems [22]. 
In this study, we propose narrow window feature 
extraction with seven statistical features to tackle non-
stationary nature of EEG signal and employing instance-
based learning with k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) as 
classifier. K-NN proven as promising classifier in EEG 
based MI classification [6].  Since instance-based learning 
need more data, we employ data transformation approach 
called channel instantiation where EEG multi-channel data 
transformed into instance which introduced by [22].  
The motivation of this work was to analyse the 
effectiveness of the narrow window feature extraction in 
channel instantiation approach using k-NN and voting 
scheme for making accurate and consistent detection of 
EEG based MI. Another motivation was to analyse a feature 
reduction with minimum channel by select only motor 
related activity channels that reduced computation time 
meanwhile maintain excellent and consistent accuracy. Thus, 
the proposed method expectedly suitable for reliable BCI 
systems for further implementation. 
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II. RELATED WORKS
EEG based MI classification require two main tasks i.e. 
feature extraction and classification. In feature extraction, 
many approaches have been used combined with statistical 
feature. Since in EEG signal recorded in multi-channel, 
channel selection also considered by many researchers to 
reduce computation time yet maintain high accuracy. In this 
study, the most relevant prior researches are selected as 
related works based on dataset used (BCI competition III 
dataset IVa) and method validation with 10-fold cross 
validation.  
In [19], they utilized a differential evolution (DE) based 
technique to select most relevant features in EEG based MI 
and CSP as feature extractor (CSP+DE-FS). They achieved 
excellent accuracy and small standard deviation with 
96.02% and 3.77% respectively. However, CSP+DE-FS 
method is slow compared to the typical feature selection 
algorithms and the even more slower because of employing 
DE as a wrapper technique.  
Another CSP based feature extraction is used by [21] 
with improved CSP so called Filter Bank Regularized CSP 
(FBRCSP). FBRCSP use eighteen selected channel based 
on the Homunculus Theory and achieve 86.23% and 9.55% 
for accuracy and standard deviation respectively. FBRCSP 
not only feature extractor but also classifier based on 
distance measurement by calculate the distance between 
each feature vector and each class mean vector. However, 
FBRCSP need suitable selected parameter set that caused its 
varying performance. 
Another promising study introduced by [18]. They 
improve CSP with sparse time-frequency segment common 
spatial pattern (STFSCSP)  combined with Discernibility of 
Feature Sets (DFS) criteria that dedicated for spatial filter 
optimization and Weighted Naïve Bayesian Classifier 
(WNBC). They gained excellent result with accuracy about 
92.66% and standard deviation about 7.78%. However, the 
cost of more computation at classification task both in 
training and testing stages. 
A novel feature extraction so called symmetrical feature 
that built upon CSP (CSP+SF) was introduced by [20]. They 
achieve 82.06% and 13.4% for accuracy and standard 
deviation. Although CSP+SF has a robust characteristic of 
invariant EEG data compared with the previous CSP power 
band; however, the average results showed that the new 
feature type has lower performance in terms of power than 
the original CSP. 
Besides CSP, another approach based on signal 
processing technique by employing three popular technique, 
i.e.: Empirical Mode Decomposition, Discrete Wavelet
Transform, and Wavelet Packet Decomposition has been 
conducted by [6]. They utilized higher order statistic (HOS) 
as main feature extractor, k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) as 
classifier and choose only three channels (C3, Cz, C4). 
Their method achieved excellent result with 92.8% and 
2.93% for accuracy and standard deviation respectively. 
However, their proposed method does not offer the best 
classification accuracy for all subjects with subject “av” 
gained lowest accuracy that below 90%. 
III. MATERIAL AND METHODS
A. Dataset 
Dataset IVa from BCI competition III [23] is used in this 
study. This data set was recorded from five healthy subjects 
(“aa”, “al”,  “av”, “aw”, “ay”). EEG signal recorded for 
each subject with comfortable chair with their arms resting 
on the armrests. In this task, all subjects performed three 
types of motor imageries i.e.: right foot, left hand and right 
hand. However, for the competition, only right hand and 
right foot were provided. The recording signals were 
measured based on extended international 10/20-system 
with 118 EEG channels. Although signals digitized at 1000 
Hz with 16 bit, the data down-sampled at 100 Hz (by 
picking each 10th sample) also available for analysis. In this 
study, this 100 Hz down-sampled data is used for EEG 
based MI classification task. Each subject performed 280 
trials in total with the composition for training and testing 
sets. In this study, although every subject has separate 
training and testing sets, they were combined into one 
dataset due to the low number of trials and imbalance 
between training and testing sets. 
B. Narrow Window Feature Extraction 
In this study, narrow window feature extraction 
approach is used as shown in Fig. 1. This strategy is selected 
due to tackling the non-stationary nature of EEG signal, 
where smaller or narrower windows, will exhibit signal 
stationary [24]. As initial step, original dataset which 
contains EEG signal is filtered using 4th order Butterworth 
band-pass filter as commonly used in EEG signal processing 
[14], [25], [26]. EEG signal were filtered in frequency range 
8-30 Hz as same range with [19], [27]–[30]. After filtered, a 
time slot or window between 0.5 – 2 seconds is chosen for 
further process.  This time slot is narrower window than 
some prior researches, such as: 0.5 – 3.5 seconds [14], 0 – 
3.5 seconds [6], [19] and 0.5 – 2.5 seconds [21]. The 
selected time slot, which is range about 1.5 seconds, consists 
of 150 data points because 100 Hz down-sampled data is 
used in this study. These 150 data points then divided into 5 
windows for further feature extraction process. So each 
windows consist 30 data points, which much enough as 
sample size for statistical calculation. 
The next step is conduct feature extraction by using 
seven statistical features for each window. The following 
seven statistical features are chosen for EEG based MI 
classification: 
• Mean Absolute Value (mav):
mav = ଵ୬∑ |x୬|୒୧ୀଵ (1)
• Root Means Square (rms):
rms = ටଵ୬∑ x୬ଶ୒ଵ (2)
• Standard Deviation (σ):
 = ටଵ୬∑ (x୬ − )ଶ୒ଵ (3)






୒ଵ  (4) 
 
• Kurtosis: 
 kurtosis = ටଵ୬∑
(୶౤ି)ర
ర
୒ଵ  (5) 
• Variance to Means Ratio (vmr): 
 vmr = σ2/μ (6) 
• Coefficient of Variation (cv): 
 cv = σ/μ (7). 
After feature extraction calculated, the next step is 
channel instantiation step. Channel instantiation means a 
transformation from column into row, from feature into 
instance or record. In original dataset, EEG signal were 
recorded in multi-channel, so the recorded data actually 
belongs to channel. In this study, each channel has 35 
features, comes from 7 statistical features multiple with 5 
windows, for each trial. The channel then transformed into 
row or record and 35 statistical features become column or 
feature. Since each subject in BCI competition III Dataset 
IVa has 280 trials, so each subject has 280 x 118 records. In 
this study, we also use a 17-selected channels (FC3, FC1, 
FCz, FC2, FC4, C5, C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4, C6, CP3, CP1, CPz, 
CP2, CP4) since we were only concerned with motor related 
activity as used by [31] and according to the homunculus 
theory that represents motor activity area [32].  
This dataset transformation based on channel 
instantiation that proposed by [22]. However, their proposed 
method only transform in class level not trial level and then 
perform classification. In our proposed method, we perform 
classification in trial level not class level which is a 
mandatory task that should be performed in BCI 
competition. This feature extraction and channel 
instantiation will produce a processed data that will be used 
further for the classification task. 
C. k-NN and Voting Scheme 
Processed data from feature selection stage than feed to 
10-fold cross validation (CV) scheme as shown in Fig.2. In 
10-fold CV, data will split into 10 subsets mutually exclusive 
with equal size where nine subsets are used for training and 
one subset is used for testing and this process repeats 10 
times where the testing data is different for each process. As 
shown in Fig. 2, channel selection is conducted on processed 
data with 17 channels that related to motor activity.  
In 10-fold CV, k-NN is used as classifier since k-NN 
support incremental learning, able to model complex 
decision spaces having hyper-polygonal shapes that may not 
be as easily describable by other learning algorithms such as 
decision trees and widely used in the area of pattern 
recognition [33, p. 423]. k-NN searches the pattern space for 
the k training instance that are closest to the testing instance. 
These k training instance are the k “nearest neighbors” of the 
testing instance. Closeness is defined in terms of a distance 
metric, such as Euclidean distance, Canberra distance, 
Manhattan distance, etc. In this study, Canberra distance is 
used as numerical measurement in k-NN parameter. After 
10-fold CV conducted, the detected data then saved to 
MySQL database and then we calculate the accuracy based 
on voting scheme. 
In this voting scheme, the most certain class (class 1 or 
class 2) detected as a final decision for each trial. Since in 
this study, one single trial has 118 detected records for all 
channel scheme and 17 detected records for selected channel 
scheme. The decision whether class 1 or class 2 based on 
which channel is most detected to certain class. Since there 
are 118 channels, we create simple majority voting 
threshold where detection more than half of 118 for all 
channel scheme and 17 for selected channel scheme belongs 












In this study, overall accuracy is used as main evaluation 
since many prior research used accuracy as main evaluation. 
This simply calculate based on number of true detection 
divided to total number of trial. In BCI competition III 
 




Fig. 2. k-NN detection and voting scheme block diagram
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dataset IV-a, all subjects (sub-dataset) has 280 trials. 
Although every subject consisted different train and test sets, 
they were combined into one dataset due to the low number 
of trials as used by some prior research [6], [18], [19]. This 
evaluation calculated after voting scheme is conducted. 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The experiments are conducted using a computing 
platform based on Intel i7 CPU and 8 GB RAM with 
Microsoft Windows 8.1 64-bit operating system. In 
development tools, Rapidminer 8.1 Educational License and 
MySQL are used. Matlab R2014b is employed as signal 
filtering tool and HeidiSQL version 9.4 as MySQL editor for 
calculating accuracy based on stored data from Rapidminer 
process with comply to voting scheme.  
In this study, we propose two groups based on number of 
channel used, i.e.: all channels and selected channel. In all 
channel, only single window of feature extraction is used. 
Meanwhile in selected channel, a combination of windows 
are used. Table I and II show the performance results of our 
proposed methods. 
A. All Channel Classification Results 
In Table I, all single window gain excellent accuracy 
with 5-th window (w5) gain the best accuracy and lowest 
standard deviation with 99.71% and 0.16% respectively. All 
single window gain perfect accuracy for subject “ay”. The 
w5 gain most consistent result compared to other single 
window. This window then used in combination windows 
scheme which utilize selected channel only. 




aa al av aw ay 
w1 97.86 100 99.64 100 100 99.5 ± 0.9 
w2 98.21 98.93 100 100 100 99.43 ± 0.82 
w3 98.21 99.64 100 100 100 99.57 ± 0.78 
w4 98.21 99.64 98.93 100 100 99.36 ± 0.78 
w5 99.64 99.64 99.64 99.64 100 99.71 ± 0.16 
 
As shown in Table I, all single window empirically gain 
excellent and consistent performance with low standard 
deviation (all below 1%). This findings prove that the 
narrow window is effective in tackling EEG signal non-
stationary [24]. However, this scheme utilize all channels 
(118 channels). In online BCI system, the using of many 
channels is not preferable since it will need more resource in 
EEG signal recording, time and computation [19], etc. Thus, 
reducing channel is one of solution to tackle those such 
issues. 
B. Selected Channel Classification results 
Table II presents five our other proposed methods and its 
results.  As shown in Table II, single windows comes from 
the best windows, w5 and the rest comes from combination 
of two until five windows. In these proposed methods, only 
seventeen channels included in computation. Single window 
(w5) gain lowest performance both in accuracy and standard 
deviation. Meanwhile, the performance increase with the 
number of windows increase. A five windows combination, 
consists of 1-st, 2-nd, 3-rd, 4-th and 5-th windows (w12345), 
gain the best performance in matter of highest accuracy and 
lowest standard deviation with 99.41% and 0.46% 
respectively. The w12345 with selected channel 
classification performance almost similar with the best single 
window (w5) with all channels (99.21% ± 0.45% vs. 99.71% 
± 0.16%). These findings prove that combination of several 
narrow window even with minimum channel still gain 
excellent performance in matter of excellent accuracy and 
consistent performance in matter of low in standard 
deviation. 
TABLE II.  COMIBINED WINDOWS WITH SELECTED CHANNEL 
w 
Accuracy (%) Average 
(%) aa al av aw ay 
wa 86.79 80.00 91.79 87.14 92.50 87.64 ± 5 
wb 93.21 95.00 95.71 96.79 97.14 95.57 ± 1.57 
wc 96.79 97.50 96.79 99.29 98.93 97.86 ± 1.18 
wd 98.57 99.29 98.57 98.93 99.64 99 ± 0.47 
we 98.57 99.29 99.64 98.93 99.64 99.21 ± 0.46 
a.  w5, b. w12, c. w123, d. w1234, e. w12345 
In this study, one trial of EEG based MI task has 17 
instances to be detected whether class 1 (right hand) or class 
2 (right foot). Since one trial has 17 detection results, at 
least 9 true detections as true detection for corresponding 
trial. In other word, false detection assigned to 
corresponding trial when number of misdetection higher or 
equal to 9. Table III presents averaged number of 
misdetection distribution among 280 trials for all subjects. 
TABLE III.  MISDETECTION DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGED RESULTS 
FROM ALL SUBJECTS FOR COMBINED WINDOWS WITH SELECTED CHANNEL 
range 
#misdetection distribution 
w5 w12 w123 w1234 w12345 
0 – 2 41 76.2 105.4 129 150.8 
3 – 5  107.2 125 123.8 115.4 102.2 
6 – 8  97.2 66.4 44.8 32.8 24.8 
>=9 34.6 12.4 6 2.8 2.2 
Total 280 280 280 280 280 
#True Det. 245.4 267.6 274 277.2 277.8 
Accuracy (%) 87.64 95.57 97.86 99 99.21 
 
As shown in Table III, w5 has highest number of 
misdetection that caused false detection and decrease its 
accuracy (range >=9); meanwhile w12345 has lowest 
number of misdetection. More windows combination 
increase number of misdetection in lower range (0 – 2 until 6 
– 8) that cause increase true detection and finally increase its 
accuracy (#True Det. divided by Total). In this study, it 
needs at least 2 narrow windows in order to achieve excellent 
accuracy (more than 90%). This findings proof that narrow 
window is still effective although with channel reduction. 
In order to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed 
methods, we compare our proposed methods to the most 
relevant prior research. Five prior researches, as describe in 
Section 2, are selected as benchmark and comparison. Table 
IV presents its comparison. 
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As shown in Table IV, all prior researches yielded low 
accuracy for subject “av” (below 90%) and three of them 
gained wide standard deviation (more than 5%). The best 
performance form the prior research is hold by Baig et al. 
[19] with 96.02% and 3.77% for accuracy and standard 
deviation respectively. Compared to our proposed method, 
especially the proposed methods with selected channel, 4 of 
5 our proposed methods outperform all averaged results of 
the prior researches both in accuracy and standard deviation. 
Among these results, 2 of 5 our proposed methods 
outperform not only in averaged result but also outperform in 
every subjects. 
The effectiveness of the proposed methods is a 
combination strategy from feature extraction scheme until 
classification scheme. First, the narrow window and its 
combination in tackling non-stationary EEG signal [24]. 
Second, the using of higher order statistic (skewness and 
kurtosis) as statistical feature extraction method [6], mean 
average value and root mean square [22], [34]. Finally, the 
using of channel instantiation approach [22] that create more 
instance that effective for k-NN as instance-based classifier 
in EEG based MI classification [6].  
V. CONCLUSION 
In this study, a combination of narrow window feature 
selection and seventeen motor related activity EEG channels 
were used for classification task of MI based EEG signal. A 
multi-channel with 2-class dataset taken from BCI 
competition III Dataset IVa is used for this purpose. We 
conducted and evaluated the proposed methods by using 
promising approach so called channel instantiation as data 
transformation, k-NN algorithm and voting scheme for final 
decision. From the experimental results, all proposed 
methods with all channel yield excellent accuracy and 
consistent for all subjects. The proposed methods with 
selected seventeen channels also effective and gain 
consistent excellent accuracy with at least three narrow 
windows combination. These results show that the proposed 
method has the potential to obtain a reliable EEG based MI 
classification and can be used practically in online BCI 
systems such as: controlling a wheelchair, rehabilitation 
therapies for the stroke rehabilitation or improve motor 
rehabilitation outcomes. However, several issue still open 
for future works such as: a need for automatic feature 
selection to reduce the computational time and apply model 
in multi-class EEG based MI classification to test the 
robustness of the proposed method. 
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